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It’s easy to be excited about what we do here at McColl Center. 

As my friend Ken Lambla recently shared, “McColl Center is helping define the role 
of art in the public sphere.” (Read more about Ken in our Donor Profile section on 
page 22.)

McColl Center is at the forefront of the evolution of contemporary art.

We believe that artists are catalysts for change and our mission empowers them–and 
subsequently, our community–in three ways.

1. Artists are given the space to make inquiries and discover all possibilities, both 
real and imagined;

2. Artists are encouraged to create and lead conversations as part of their practice;
3. Artists create opportunities for powerful collaboration with our community. 

As we wrap up our 15th anniversary celebration and move forward towards the next 
15, I’d like to ask you to join me in celebrating the following, and all 350+, artists 
that are examples of catalysts for change and have been a part of McColl Center’s 
defining impact.

We celebrate Frank Selby for his and McColl Center’s collaboration with Charlotte 
Ballet and choreographer Sasha Janes on the moving dance piece, The Seed and The 
Soil.

We celebrate Robert Karimi for showing us the art of healthy eating and bringing 
people together to do so.

We celebrate Ruganzu Bruno, whose idea of “if you want it, you make it” elevates 
perceptions of and possibilities for our spaces and ourselves.

We celebrate Dignicraft for convening conversations and collaborations (with 
Charlotte-based artist Betsy Birkner, in particular) across cultures, countries, and 
disciplines.

These are just a few of the countless examples of how we champion artists as catalysts 
for change at McColl Center and in Charlotte. We welcome you to join us.

You belong here. Come celebrate with us.
Suz

Suzanne Fetscher
President & CEO

Tickets are now on sale for Studio Party 15: Upcycled Gala, our 
annual celebration and contemporary art sale to benefit McColl 
Center for Art + Innovation. Join us as we upcycle our 15-year 
Anniversary into a more creative, purposeful, and vibrant future.

Your ticket includes access to the Art Showcase that will feature 
exceptional works for sale from current Artists-in-Residence and 
Alumni curated exclusively for Studio Party 15 by Renee McColl 
and by our Director of Residencies & Exhibitions, Brad Thomas.

Your ticket includes signature cocktails, complimentary beverages, 
and gourmet tapas.

SATURDAY, APRIL 18 FROM 7–10 PM
VIP RECEPTION FROM 6–7 PM

SNAP THE QR TO GET 
YOUR TICKETS NOW!



You are a filmmaker, author, sculptor, and printmaker. How do these various disciplines complement 
one another? What factors are at play when you are considering how a particular idea will ultimately 
be presented?

I have an idea and then I try to think of the best way to express it. To me it’s all storytelling, 
whether it’s an inanimate object or a film, or a book, it’s still about communicating the original 
idea. 

When did you first realize that the subject of crime was going to be a major part of your practice?

I don’t know if I particularly realized it ever. More than one thing led to another and I started 
seeing that crime played a role often, but certainly not always, in my work. 

We sat down with Dignicraft members Omar Folio, Paola Rogriguez, and Jose Luis Figueroa 
and asked them about their experience and the many partnerships and collaborative 
relationships that were developed over the course of their Fall 2014 residency and their 
multi-media exhibition Encuentros/ Encounters.

Dignicraft’s mission to share the stories and the traditional pottery of the Purépecha people of 
Mexico began to take root with your Tierra Brillante (Brilliant Soil) documentary film, which was 
released in 2011. Did you think it would lead to such a rich and prolonged engagement with the 
artisans and their work?

When the film was finished we were clear about our deep commitment with all the families of 
artisans who collaborated with us on the project, to not just tell their stories but also search 
for other ways of supporting the cause of eliminating the use of lead in traditional pottery. 
We knew we were going to use collaboration as a tool for communication and our network of 
collaborators to move ahead but we never imagined how things would evolve to have a rich 
and prolonged engagement with many more families of artisans.

In summer 2014, you traveled throughout Mexico interviewing artisans and collecting works for 
McColl Center for Art + Innovation’s Encuentros/ Encounters exhibition. You have talked about how 
important it is for the artisans to know where their works go and how they are used. How has your 
work enriched your concept that traditional pottery is “a tool for communication, exchange, and 
instigator of imagination.”

The pieces of pottery are a key or a symbol to explore a different world and other cultures. It is 
a symbol that can commemorate the moment you took a step, or crossed a threshold to that 
other world. For us, the pottery symbolizes the encounters we have had in Michoacán, our 
experience there, the moment we took a step with our collaborating families, when the artisans 
traveled with us and connected with folks in North Carolina. These are things that are taking 
shape and catalyzing into something very concrete.

Tell us about the homemade dinners you have hosted in your McColl Center studio.

Food has been a priority for us ever since we started working together. No matter where 
we would install ourselves we would always prepare our own meals, regardless of having a 
kitchen. This is something we enjoy sharing with whoever is around us. At McColl Center we 
incorporated this aspect of our lives in our residency project.

This habit has helped us to better connect with Purépecha families, who have taught us that 
you don’t need much money to be hospitable and a good host. As a visitor, this makes you feel 
great and our goal is for our collaborators to feel the same way.

What was the response from the visiting master artisans: Angelica Morales, Juan Rosas, and Inés 
Leal? What and with whom have they shared and learned during their time at McColl Center?

Juan Rosas worked in McColl Center’s printmaking studio, gave a couple of master classes at 
Central Piedmont Community College (CPCC) in Charlotte, shared know-how with Durham-
based artist Antoine Williams and collaborated with us to take his craft beyond ceramics. 

In Charlotte, you went to the Mecklenburg County Courthouse and sat in on a case involving 
domestic violence. During the proceedings you developed a series of drawings that were later 
enlarged as screen prints. How did you interpret your experience at the Courthouse?

Courtroom drawing is like life drawing, only there is a true story unfolding. I just sat with my 
sketchbook and looked and listened. What you see and hear in these courtrooms is difficult 
to witness. People are in pain. In addition to drawing, I wrote down phrases that caught my 
attention and included them in my sketches. 

Tell us about the evolution of your fingerprint screen prints in the Prison Zoo exhibition.

When making my book CRIME (Murray & Sorrell FUEL, 2008), I tried to personally answer the 
question that I was asking of those I was interviewing. As I moved forward in my work I wanted 
to make myself culpable, meaning, I did not want to just point a finger at others in regards 
to societal problems. The act of having myself fingerprinted was one way to address this idea 
of accountability. On a formal level, I liked the indexical nature of making screen prints from 
fingerprints. 

Q+A WITH 
ALIX LAMBERT

Q+A WITH 
ALIX LAMBERT



Your broader CRIME USA project has developed during residencies in different cities throughout the 
United States. What you have learned about Charlotte during your residency in 2014 and how did it 
inform the overall project?

I tend to see more similarities than differences, but I like the small differences that geography 
dictates. For instance, Key West is the southernmost part of the US near Cuba, so naturally, 
you see higher instances of crimes like drug smuggling. In Charlotte, the crimes were not 
so different than elsewhere. Sitting in the courtroom, I listened to domestic violence cases. 
However, my time in Charlotte was also spent slightly differently than in other cities, with an 
interest in collaborating with local talent. On the new animated video Prison Zoo: Fennec Fox 
(2015), which will debut at McColl Center, I worked with Tim Grant, which was (and hopefully 
will continue on to be) and amazing collaborative experience. 

Tell us about the incarcerated character “Fennec Fox” in the Prison Zoo: Fennec Fox video.

A Fennec fox is a real animal with huge ears that is found in the Sahara region of Northern 
Africa. Damian Baldet and I looked at a number of different kinds of animals that we wanted in 
the series and thought about what their personalities and crimes might be. To steal my friend 
Scott Macaulay’s words, “It’s funny, but also weirdly melancholy,” which was the tone that we 
were going for. 

What role does humor play in your work?

Humor is one way to understand and take in something that may otherwise be too difficult. 
I think it helps stories reach broader, or at least different audiences. It certainly helps my own 
emotional health to take a break occasionally from some of the less humorous work that I do. 

What projects are you working on now?

I am working on a project that includes a documentary, a narrative script, and a book - all about 
the life, work, and death of a filmmaker named Jon Pownall, who was murdered in 1973. 

How did your experience in Charlotte and access to the Center’s facilities influence your process and 
inquiry?

Access to [McColl Center’s] facilities was enormous. I have no studio, and no printmaking access 
in New York City, and was super excited to have both in North Carolina, enabling me to produce 
work that I would not have been able to make otherwise. Being in North Carolina for an expanse 
of time also supported my work in two ways. I formed relationships with local artists, specifically 
Tim Grant, who I collaborated with, and will continue to collaborate with, and I was able to 
continue my exploration into crime as it represents place. 

Tim Grant working on the “Fennec Fox” character model.

Alix Lambert working in the McColl Center Print Studio.

1. R. Thumb, 2014
30 x 22 inches
Silkscreen on paper



OPENING RECEPTION
Friday, May 15 from 6–9 PM
Artist Talk at 6:30 PM in the Levine Creative Hub
The exhibition will be on view May 15 – August 14, 2015
 
Based on her experiences working in and around the world of crime, interdisciplinary artist 
Alix Lambert has documented a wide variety of personalities on both sides of the criminal 
justice system. This new multimedia exhibition at McColl Center for Art + Innovation 
focuses on courtroom drawings depicting graphic testimony, screen prints derived from 
her own fingerprints processed at a Tampa, Florida police station, and a new animated 
video produced during her 2014 residency. Through humor and wit, Lambert provides a 
blunt appraisal of the American penal system’s revolving door, prison overcrowding, and 
inhumane existence of prison life.

PRISON ZOO

L. 4 Fingers L. Thumb R. Thumb R. 4 Fingers, 2014
30 x 22 inches
Silkscreen on paper



S t e p h e n  L .  H ay e s  J r .
MISSY LUCZAK-SMITH + DOUG SMITH FELLOWSHIP ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE
ROCK HILL, SC
SCULPTURE, MIXED MEDIA  // SPHERE OF IMPACT: SOCIAL JUSTICE
STUDIO 315  //  APRIL 6, 2015 – MAY 3, 2016

Emerging artist Stephen L. Hayes Jr. 
employs charged imagery, historic 
research, and rigorous craftsmanship to 
create visceral installations that probe 
the troubled history of race relations in 
America and present day challenges. His 
breakthrough exhibition Cash Crop first 
presented in 2010, focused on the Trans-
Atlantic slave trade and the New World 
economy it fueled for centuries. Working 
in a variety of media from cast concrete 
to crocheted twine to blacksmithing, 
Hayes will focus his time at the Center on 
the development of a new performance-
based installation entitled How to Make 
a Dollar that will probe the consumer 
culture associated with hip-hop and 
popular media.

A native of Durham, North Carolina, Hayes 
received his Bachelor of Arts degree from 
North Carolina Central University in 2006 
and a Master of Fine Arts degree from 
Savannah College of Art and Design 
(SCAD) in 2010. He has participated 
in residencies at the New York State 
College of Ceramics at Alfred University 
in Alfred, New York and the 701 Center 
for Contemporary Art in Columbia, South 
Carolina.

Stephen L. Hayes Jr. is the inaugural Missy 
Luczak-Smith and Doug Smith Fellow at 
McColl Center for Art + Innovation. The 
fellowship established in the Smiths’ 
name will provide, each year for the next 
five years, a regional artist with a studio 
residency.

I va n  T o t h  D e p e ñ a
13-MONTH AFFILIATE ARTIST  //  CHARLOTTE, NC  
SCULPTURE, MIXED MEDIA  // SPHERES OF IMPACT: ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN, SCIENCE + TECHNOLOGY
STUDIO 216  //  APRIL 6, 2015 – MAY 3, 2016

Ivan Toth Depeña is an interdisciplinary artist who is informed by his experience in art, 
architecture, technology, and design. His work explores new ways of seeing, and creating 
through the dynamic integration of custom software and digital fabrication methods with 
traditional materials such as wood and steel. Depeña’s large-scale commissions transform 
public spaces into colorful landscapes that invite play and wonder. These interactive projects 
offer a one-to-one response to viewers’ actions, providing an ever-evolving spatial and 
visual experience. During his Winter 2014 residency at McColl Center, Depeña partnered 
with Discovery Place, Inc. to create a visitor experience that transformed their silhouettes 
into digitally ‘painted’ renditions captured in Vincent Van Gogh’s infamous style.

Ivan Toth Depeña earned a Bachelor of Architecture degree from the University of Miami in 
1995 and a Master of Architecture degree from Harvard University in 1998. His innovative 
work has received numerous grants including the SFCC Visual + Media Artist Fellowship 
Grant Award in 2008, the Joan Mitchell Foundation Grant in 2009, the Public Art Year in 
Review Award from the National Public Art Network in 2012, and funding through the 
Knight Arts Challenge Miami Grant in 2013 for a series of collaborative art projects that 
utilized custom software to create virtual interventions in public spaces.

I AM A MAN, 2014, Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF), ink, twine, wood cut, 42 x 192 inches

SUMMER 2015 ARTISTS-IN-RESIDENCE

Ivan Toth Depena (far left) controlling his 
multimedia installation in Charlotte’s Southend 
district during his Winter 2014 residency. 



E r i k  W at e r k o t t e
SUMMER AFFILIATE ARTIST // CHARLOTTE, NC
PRINTMAKING, VIDEO, INSTALLATION  // SPHERE OF IMPACT: SCIENCE + TECHNOLOGY
STUDIO 221  //  APRIL 6 – AUGUST 18, 2015

Erik Waterkotte’s multi-media work explores themes of popular culture, myth, and fantasy. 
Combining alternative printmaking techniques with digital media, he creates mesmerizing 
installations that transform traditional gallery spaces through the application of handmade 
wall coverings and video projections. Layering a wide array of appropriated imagery, 
Waterkotte’s immersive experiences blur the boundaries of beauty and terror, representation 
and abstraction. During his residency Waterkotte will investigate the history of McColl 
Center’s distinctive Neo-Gothic architecture. Through documentation and interviews, he will 
develop new work that explores the structure’s function as a former church to a present-day 
contemporary nexus of creativity and community engagement.  

Erik Waterkotte currently serves as Assistant Professor of Print Media with UNC Charlotte’s 
Department of Art + Art History. He received a Master of Fine Arts degree from the University 
of Alberta, Canada in 2005 and a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in 2001 from Illinois State 
University.

C a r o l i n e  R u s t
SUMMER AFFILIATE ARTIST // ROCK HILL, SC 
MIXED MEDIA, INSTALLATION  // SPHERE OF IMPACT: BEAUTY
STUDIO 219  //  APRIL 6 – AUGUST 18, 2015

Through the arrangement of found objects and paintings, Caroline Rust’s artwork focuses 
on the various roles women have played in society. Finding inspiration among historic 
research, fashion, and sociology, her work is a means to develop dialogues around identity, 
sense of self, and physical appearance. Rust’s assemblages juxtapose found objects that are 
traditionally associated with femininity with figurative paintings that challenge assumptions 
of gender roles. 

Rust received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from East Carolina University and a Master of 
Fine Arts degree from Winthrop University, both with a painting concentration. She is an 
active member of the National Association of Women Artists in New York and a recipient of 
artist grants from both the Arts Council of York County and the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Arts 
and Science Council.

Vacuum, 2014, Site-specific installation with iridescent latex paint on gallery wall and 2-channel looped video 
with audio, Dimensions variable 

In the Shadow of Blue, 2012, Papier-mâché and acrylic on shoe pairs, objects, and shoe boxes, 12  x  84  x 12 inches      



TA P R O O T
SUMMER AFFILIATE ARTISTS // CHARLOTTE, NC
EXPERIMENTAL THEATER // SPHERE OF IMPACT: BEAUTY
STUDIO 316  // APRIL 6 – AUGUST 18, 2015

TAPROOT is a grassroots, collaborative 
ensemble of actors, artists, musicians, 
and dancers whose collective efforts 
represent an interest in nourishing 
audience imagination and transforming 
viewers’ experience into active 
engagement. While the themes and 
situations of their performances vary, 
TAPROOT’s core mission is to activate 
their surroundings and participants. In 
an effort to encourage interdisciplinary 
communication and process-oriented 
sharing, TAPROOT also facilitates a 
series of art incubators during which 
artists from various disciplines present 
in-process work for feedback from 
attendees.

TAPROOT was founded in 2012 by 
Artistic Director Brianna Smith out of a 
desire to create space for experimental, 
interdisciplinary theater. The ensemble 
has presented at museums and 
festivals throughout North Carolina.
Their residency at McColl Center will 
enable TAPROOT to fully engage 
in the development of a new work 
entitled FREYA. Through a partnership 
with Charlotte’s International House 
and support from the Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Arts & Science Council 
Special Projects Grant, the new work 
will be inspired by stories collected from 
workshops and story sharing sessions 
with regional youth groups. Through 
dance, puppetry, music, and acting, 
FREYA will represent the collective 
dreams and aspirations of our region’s 
multi-cultural youth.

Production still from the original play Ophelos, 2014.
Photo credit Reuben Bloom.

C h a r l e s  W i l l i a m s
SUMMER AFFILIATE ARTIST // MATTHEWS, NC
PAINTING // SPHERE OF IMPACT: BEAUTY
STUDIO 215  //  APRIL 6 – AUGUST 18, 2015

Charles Williams’ paintings draw from a long fascination with connections between human 
emotions and the natural world. Deeply personal and inscribed with a tone meant to inspire hope 
and personal awareness, Williams’ realistic depictions of oceans and marshy landscapes invite the 
viewer to share in his vision from a point of introspection and contemplation. His recent series of 
large-scale oil paintings entitled Swim: An Artist’s Journey are based on a frightening childhood 
experience in which Williams was swept out to sea by a sudden current. He offers a vulnerable 
glimpse of both the wonder and horror of that experience, laying bare the sensation of being 
consumed by natural forces. In addition, he confronts stereotypes associated with the cultural and 
psychological barriers to swimming he experienced as a young African-American.

Charles Williams earned his Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from Savannah College of Art and Design 
(SCAD) in 2006. His work has garnered numerous awards including the Hudson River Landscape 
Fellowship in 2009, a Dave Brown Project award in 2013, and the 2013 Griffith/Reyburn Artist of 
the Year award.

Lost and Found #4, 2014, Oil on canvas, 72 x 96 inches



M at t  H o r i c k
SUMMER AFFILIATE ARTIST // ROCK HILL, SC
SCULPTURE // SPHERE OF IMPACT: ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN
STUDIO 313  //  APRIL 6 – AUGUST 18, 2015 

Emerging artist Matt Horick’s sculptures transform steel into vessels that are both familiar 
in their clean lines and alien in their unexpected curves and surreal sense of balance. 
Referencing Modernist concerns of the object’s relation to the pedestal, Horick utilizes 
balance, tension, and color to bridge the two. Minimal yet dynamic, Horick’s steel sculptures 
are a continuation of themes developed with early ceramic vessels that were the focus of his 
undergraduate studies at Winthrop University.

Matt Horick received his Bachelor of Fine Arts in Sculpture from Winthrop University in 2013. 
In addition to developing his own work, Horick has played a vital role in the fabrication of 
work for past McColl Center residents, including the creation of aluminum structures for 
Brandon Ballengee’s Love Motels for Insects project, and his work has been featured both in 
juried shows and joint exhibitions throughout South Carolina. Horick was recently awarded 
his first public art commission in Rock Hill, SC.

E n d i a  B e a l
SUMMER AFFILIATE ARTIST // WINSTON-SALEM, NC 
PHOTOGRAPHY, VIDEO // SPHERE OF IMPACT: SOCIAL JUSTICE
STUDIO 218  // MAY 7 – AUGUST 18, 2015 

Endia Beal’s photographic and video work bring voice to marginalized women in the 
corporate world. Her acclaimed 2013 portrait series Can I Touch It? explored gender and racial 
stereotypes by assigning black hairstyles to white women. The direct gaze of the subjects 
confront assumptions regarding social and economic status, but also present a humanizing 
portrayal of working women and the visual cues that fuel assumptions. During her residency, 
Beal will produce videos and photographs that will examine the dynamics between white 
men and minority women in the professional workplace.

Endia Beal received a Master of Fine Art in Photography degree from Yale University School 
of Art in 2013. Beal has been recognized for her work with awards including the ArtTable 
Fellowship in 2008, the Yale School of Art Scholarship in 2011 and 2013, and a residency at 
the Center for Photography at Woodstock in New York in 2013.

003-03-1014, 2014
Steel, enamel, acrylic, and Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF)
40 x 40 x 80 inches

Ellen, 2013, Pigment print, 20 x 30 inches



ALUMNI FEATURE
A R T I S T - I N - R E S I D E N C E  2 0 0 2

A G N E S  B U Y A  Y O M B W E

A mixed media artist and educator from Livingstone, Zambia, Agnes Buya Yombwe 
recalls her time in residence as “. . . a life changing experience. It opened my eyes to so 
many possibilities and has helped me live my dream.”  Her dream is to create a place for 
the development of her own work in addition to providing opportunities to promote 
arts education and sales of work by fellow Zambian artists. She and her husband, 
Lawrence Yombwe, manage the WayiWayi Art Studio and Gallery where they are 
currently building a facility that will be home to their own Artist-in-Residence program, 
a venture inspired by her time at McColl Center. 

Agnes earned an Art Teachers diploma from Evelyn Hone College in 1989 in Oxford, 
England and a Certificate in Art and Design from Wimbledon School of Art, London, 
England in 1993.

Sneak Peek
ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE FALL 2015

A r t e m i o  R o d r i g u e z

As part of a greater initiative 
to promote Latin American 
artists working in a variety of 
media and community-based 
projects, renowned printmaker 
Artemio Rodriguez will be in 
residence this fall. A native of Michoacán, Mexico, Rodriguez is best known 
for his graphic, black-and-white imagery that draws from Mexican folk tales, 
underground comics, Latin American traditions, and the broader history of 
printmaking–from Japanese Ukiyo-e to European Medieval prints. 

In 2002, Rodriguez established the artist-run La Mano Press in Los Angeles as a 
grassroots effort to promote local printmakers. He later returned to his home in 
Mexico to establish a workshop for rural youth to learn the art of printmaking 
and assist him in the production of his limited edition prints and artist books. 
During his residency in Charlotte, Rodriguez will work with local artists to 
produce animated films, a community Lotería (a Mexican version of bingo), and 
a series of collaborative prints.

Evil Forest, 2010, Woodcut, 18 x 38 inchesWayiWayi Art Studio and Gallery in Livingstone, Zambia in Africa



Ken Lambla
Donor Profile
“McColl Center for Art + Innovation continues to have an amazing impact on Charlotte.”

That’s what Ken Lambla – Dean of the College of Arts + Architecture at UNC Charlotte, past McColl 
Center board member, and currently on our National Advisory Board – told our President + CEO 
Suzanne Fetscher over coffee recently. 

Intrigued, we caught up with Ken to find out more.

“McColl Center has always remained focused on the work of current working artists,” he says. “It’s not 
a typical museum or gallery collection. It’s a collection, so to speak, of living artists. That’s part of what 
makes McColl Center’s impact so powerful.”

Ken knows about arts and design affecting communities. Ken’s background has touched architecture, 
visual arts, design, dance, music, and he remains a passionate advocate for the arts in Charlotte.

“McColl Center has helped Charlotte develop a more sophisticated understanding of art by maintaining 
the focus on practicing, professional artists and simultaneously connecting them to our community.”

Here at McColl Center, we believe artists are catalysts for change and can help raise awareness about 
social, economic, cultural and environmental issues. Giving artists the space to work and integrate their 
work into our community is key.
 
“McColl Center is helping define the role of art in the public sphere. Its urban context on Tryon Street in 
Uptown Charlotte is unique for an arts residency institution,” says Ken. “The artists become immersed 
in our community. That’s really important.”

“McColl Center’s commitment to education and its relationship with UNC Charlotte from its inception 
is just as important,” he adds, highlighting the ongoing partnership between McColl Center and the 
university. Many McColl Center Artists-in-Residence alumni are or have been UNC Charlotte faculty and/
or students. And each spring, the art department and the McColl Center share an Artist-in-Residence, 
who not only creates new and compelling work in Charlotte, but also helps inspire and educate a new 
generation of artists at the University.

Ken finishes by reinforcing the significance of the McColl Center’s dedicated integration of contemporary 
art and contemporary issues. “We, the Charlotte community, are the beneficiaries of McColl Center’s 
commitment to working artists,” he says. “That’s worthy of our support.”

Ken Lambla with Sheila Mullen, Director of Innovation Institute. Learn more about Innovation Institute on 
the following page. 

P l e a s e  d o n a t e  n o w  s o  w e 
c a n  c o n t i n u e  c o n n e c t i n g 
c o n t e m p o r a r y  a r t i s t s  t o 
o u r  c o m m u n i t y.

McCollCenter.org/donate



FOR INDIVIDUALS FOR TEAMS + ORGANIZATIONS
Think Like An Artist: Creativity, Curiosity + Courage is designed to immerse participants in 
their own creative process to reveal what constrains and propels their own creativity. The 2-day 
program, guided by an expert facilitator and accomplished visual artists, is designed to instill the 
critical and innovative thinking that artists apply throughout their creative process.

To learn more about how to fulfill your creative capacity, unleash curiosity, and summon the 
courage to act on ideas, register for one of our upcoming “Think Like An Artist” programs. Visit 
http://mccollcenter.org/innovation-institute/open-enrollment or scan the QR codes below to 
register or for more information.

Making business better begins at the Innovation Institute.
 
“Companies who embrace creativity outperform peers and competitors on key business 
performance indicators, including revenue growth, market share, and talent acquisition.” 
–Forrester Consulting/Adobe, 2014
 
Creativity is innate. When it is developed and practiced, teams and organizations stand out, think 
and see differently, and find unique and profitable solutions. When teams and organizations 
practice creativity, they work together more effectively, are more agile and innovative, drive 
positive results, and achieve peak performance.
 
The Innovation Institute offers teams and organizations artist-led, experiential programs to change 
their mindset and behavior. We will work with you to facilitate an experience in the following areas 
to foster creativity, meet your goals, and produce business results.
 
• Game-changing communication
• High performance collaboration
• Business resilience in uncertainty
• Diversity of thought
• Design sprint + accelerated solution-finding

THURSDAY + FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 5 + 6

THURSDAY + FRIDAY, 
OCTOBER 1 + 2

THINK.
LIKE
AN 
ARTIST.

Begin making your business better by contacting Sheila Mullen, Director of the 
Innovation Institute, at 704-944-8245 or smullen@mccollcenter.org.
 
Find out more about the Innovation Institute at McCollCenter.org/Innovation or snap 
the QR code.



EVENTS +
exhibitions
PRISON ZOO
ALUMNI ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE ALIX LAMBERT
ON EXHIBITION: MAY 15 – AUGUST 14, 2015
MAY OPEN HOUSE: FRIDAY, MAY 15, 6–9 PM 
ARTIST TALK: FRIDAY, MAY 15, 6:30 PM
AUGUST OPEN HOUSE: FRIDAY, AUGUST 14, 6–9 PM 

Based on her experiences working in and around the world of crime, interdisciplinary 
artist Alix Lambert has become acquainted with a wide variety of personalities over 
the years. As she has gathered material on criminal behavior and what it says about 
our own humanity, she has developed a multitude of strategies to present this 
information in an attempt to appeal to a diverse audience. Through her multi-city 
Crime USA project, she has explored sculpture, printmaking, drawing, theater, film, 
books, and animation.        

The multimedia exhibition Prison Zoo derives its title from a new claymation piece 
produced in collaboration with Charlotte-based filmmakers Tim Grant, Nick Vitelli, 
and Moria Geer-Hardwick during Alix’s 2014 residency at McColl Center. This 
provocative short chronicles the strained relationship between an effusive fox and 
his cellmate, a mute sloth. Through humor and wit, Lambert provides commentary 
on the penal system’s revolving door, prison overcrowding, and inhumane nature of 
prison life.

MCCOLL CENTER FOR ART + INNOVATION ARTIST TALK AT SENSORIA FESTIVAL
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15, 2-3:30 PM
Tate Hall, Overcash Building, Central Piedmont Community College - Central Campus
Central Piedmont Community College’s Sensoria Festival will host McColl Center for 
Art + Innovation’s Affiliate Artists for our Artist Talk Presentations, in which each 
artist speaks briefly about his/her practice. Participating artists will include Ivan Toth 
Depeña, Stephen L. Hayes Jr., Matt Horick, Caroline Rust, TAPROOT Ensemble, Erik 
Waterkotte, and Charles Williams.
http://sensoria.cpcc.edu/event/426/ 

STUDIO PARTY 15: UPCYCLED GALA
Presented by Bank of America
SATURDAY, APRIL 18, 7-10 PM
VIP PREVIEW FROM 6-7 PM
We invite you to celebrate with us at STUDIO PARTY 15: UPCYCLED GALA, our annual 
celebration, fundraiser, and contemporary art sale to benefit McColl Center for Art 
+ Innovation. Join us as we upcycle our 15-year anniversary into a more creative, 
purposeful, and vibrant future.

Tickets are now on sale and include signature cocktails, open bar, gourmet tapas, 
and access to the Art Showcase that will feature exceptional works for sale from 
current Artists-in-Residence and Alumni curated exclusively for Studio Party 15 by 
Guest Curator, Renee McColl, and Brad Thomas.

NEW FREQUENCIES: AN EVENING OF JAZZ WITH ROB MAZUREK’S BLACK 
CUBE SÃO PAULO
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22, 8-10PM
The year’s most celebrated new jazz ensemble, Rob Mazurek’s Black Cube São Paulo, 
stops in Charlotte as part of their international tour. The group mixes adventurous 
jazz and Brazilian rhythms with psychedelic textures and electronic beats. With its 
potent riffs and infectious grooves, their music is as riveting as it is ravishing. Local 
duo Ghost Trees opens the show.

New Frequencies showcases cutting edge music + film from acclaimed international 
artists. Funded through generous support from the Knight Foundation.



OPEN STUDIO SATURDAYS 
NOON–4 PM
We invite you to explore our exhibitions and connect 
with our Artists-in-Residence during Open Studio 
Saturdays. They will be in their studios to talk about 
their work and offer insights into their practices. 
Admission is free and families are welcome.

MAY 9
JUNE 13
JULY 11
AUGUST 8

MCCOLL + RESPONSE: ARTIST TALK
THURSDAY, MAY 21, 6-8 PM
Meet the new session of Affiliate Artists as they share their personal stories, 
practices, and residency goals. Featured will be 2015-2016 13-month Affiliate Artist 
Ivan Toth Depeña, Missy Luczak-Smith and Doug Smith Fellow Stephen L. Hayes Jr., 
and Summer 2015 Affiliate Artists Endia Beal, Matt Horick, Caroline Rust, TAPROOT 
Ensemble, Erik Waterkotte, and Charles Williams.

NEW FREQUENCIES: UNCANNY ANIMATIONS - SHORT FILMS BY JANIE GEISER
FRIDAY, MAY 22, 8-10 PM
Janie Geiser is an internationally acclaimed animator whose innovative films use cut-
out animations, old children’s toys, and bits of archival Hollywood films to weave 
a hypnotic spell. This program of her short films showcases what Film Comment 
describes as “small masterpieces of the uncanny.” 

New Frequencies showcases cutting edge music + film from acclaimed international 
artists. Funded through generous support from the Knight Foundation.

CONTEMPORARIES WINE CLUB WITH TAPROOT ENSEMBLE
THURSDAY, JUNE 11, 6-7 PM
This festive summer event will pair Affiliate Artists TAPROOT Ensemble with a special 
wine selected by a representative from Advintage Distributing. TAPROOT will give a 
brief overview of their work followed by an in-depth tasting class. Contemporaries 
Members $10 / Non-Members $15.

NEW FREQUENCIES: VISIONARY OPTICS – SHORT FILMS BY PAT O’NEIL
FRIDAY, JUNE 12, 8-10 PM
Pat O’Neil has been on the cutting edge of the film industry for decades, working as a 
special effects consultant and technician on Star Wars. His films feature eye-popping 
colors, layered images, and geometric designs. This program features a selection of 
short films from throughout his career, many of them now considered classics.
 
New Frequencies showcases cutting edge music + film from acclaimed international 
artists. Funded through generous support from the Knight Foundation.

McCOLL + RESPONSE PRESENTS: SUMMER 2015 WORKSHOPS WITH AFFILATE 
ARTISTS CAROLINE RUST, CHARLES WILLIAMS, ERIK WATERKOTTE
Each workshop is $25 or sign up for all three summer workshops for $60. All materials included.

McCOLL + RESPONSE: ASSEMBLAGE WORKSHOP WITH CAROLINE RUST 
Thursday, June 18, 6-8 PM
I AM - Reflecting upon the self, participants will create a self-portrait in the form 
of a box or board. The experience will begin by brainstorming positive words that 
best describe “you” and explore creating this through imagery. The final piece will 
reflect that investigation of self, either literal or figurative, expressed with words, 
using various mediums: painting, drawing, mixed media and collage. 

McCOLL + RESPONSE: SUMMER WATERCOLOR WORKSHOP WITH CHARLES WILLIAMS
Thursday, July 16, 6-8 PM
Close Observation - Participants will learn the 2-part fundamental process for 
realistically portraying objects using watercolor based on observation techniques 
developed by Hudson River School artist Fredrick Church (1826-1900). Charles 
Williams will guide participants through a step-by-step approach to improve 
existing skills or learn new ones.

McCOLL + RESPONSE: SUMMER PRINTMAKING WORKSHOP WITH ERIK WATERKOTTE
Thursday, August 20, 6-8 PM
Trace and Texture/Latent Prints - In this workshop participants will trace, frottage 
Monotype–patterns on paper made from textured surfaces–as well as chine-
colle’ –thin paper collage. Using the sensitivity of Japanese papers, the gestural 
application of rollers, and the layering effects of printmaking inks, participants 
will create rich prints exploring a variety of processes. 

INNOVATION INSTITUTE: THINK LIKE AN ARTIST: CREATIVITY, CURIOSITY + COURAGE
Thursday + Friday, October 1 + 2, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM
Thursday + Friday, November 5 + 6, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM

“Think Like An Artist: Creativity, Curiosity + Courage” is designed to immerse 
participants in their own creative process to reveal what constrains and propels their 
own creativity. The 2-day program, guided by an expert facilitator and accomplished 
visual artists, is designed to instill the critical and innovative thinking that artists 
apply throughout their creative process. 
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